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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simple algebraic group, g(G) the set of all Bore1 subgroups 
of G, and A the set of all parabolic subgroups of G. For PEA, let 
proj,,:g(G)-+&?(G) be given by proj.(B)=(PnB)R,(P)cP, where 
R,(P) is the unipotent radical of P. Tits [9] has given a purely com- 
binatorial (i.e., in terms of the Tits building A) definition of proj,. In this 
paper we are interested in the monoid M = M(G) generated (with respect 
to composition) by proj., PEA. Let PEA, P # G, L a Levi factor of P. Let 
H, denote the group of automorphisms of &I(L) induced by N,(L). Thus 
H, is a finite extension of L’ = L/C(L), where C(L) denotes the center of 
L. The following results are established: (1) The maximal subgroup of A4 
with identity element proj. is isomorphic to H,, and moreover every 
maximal subgroup of A4 with identity element e # 1 is isomorphic to some 
H,. (2) M is a fundamental regular monoid. (3) The idempotent set 
E( M ) = { proj p 0 proj o 1 P, Q E A >. (4) The set of principal right ideals of M 
is in one to one correspondence with A. (5) The set A with all the Bore1 
subgroups identified is in one to one correspondence with the set of all 
principal left ideals of M. (6) The principal ideals of M are in one to one 
correspondence with the conjugacy classes in W of W, (Is S ), where W is 
the Weyl group of G with fundamental generating set S. (7) If r = IS(, then 
for all a EM, ar lies in a subgroup of M. 
MAIN SECTION 
Throughout this paper, E + will denote the set of all positive integers, K 
an algebraically closed field. If M is a monoid, we let 8, S?, Y, S denote 
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the usual Green’s relations on M [3]. If a, bEM, then afb means 
MaM = MbM, a.%?b means aM = bM, a2’b means Ma = Mb, 2 = 8 n Y. 
Let E(M) denote the idempotent set of M. If e E E(M), then the X-class 
of e is the group of units of eMe. We refer to [3, 51 for details. Let G 
denote the group of units of M, C(G) the center of G, and G’ = G/C(G). M 
is unit regular if M = E(M) G. M is regular if a E aMa for all a E M. A 
regular monoid M is fundamental if it has no non-trivial idempotent 
separating congruences. Equivalently [4], for all e E E(M), C, (E(eMe)) = 
{e>, where H is the &?-class of e. This is the rough semigroup analogue of 
groups with trivial center. For example J&(K) is not fundamental, but 
&$(K)/K* is. If XE M, then (X) denotes the subsemigroup of M 
generated by X. 
Let G be a reductive group defined over K. Let g(G) denote the set of 
all Bore1 subgroups of G, d the set of all parabolic subgroups of G. If 
P, P- E A, then they are opposite if L = P n P- is a reductive group. We 
have a Levi decomposition: P = LR,(P), where R,(P) is the unipotent 
radical of P. We refer to [ 1, 91 for details. If P E A, let projp : 28(G) -+ g(G) 
be given by 
proj.(B) = (Bn P) R,(P) z P. 
Then proj.(B) is called the projection of B on P and can be defined purely 
in terms of the building A (see [9]). Clearly 1 = projG is the identity map. 
Let M(G) denote the monoid generated by proj. (PEA) with respect to 
composition. If x E G, let a,: Z+?(G) + .%?(G) be given by c1,( B) = XBX- ‘. Let 
6 = { tl, 1 x E G}. Then G g G’ = G/C(G). Let 
42(G) = &M(G) = M(G)&, 
Then c(G) is a monoid with group of units 6. 
Let PEA, L a Levi factor of P. So L is a reductive group and 
P= LRJP). We let H, denote the group of automorphisms of g(L) 
induced by N,(L). Thus 
where V= {xEN,(L)IxBx~’ = B for all BESJ(L)}. If W is the Weyl 
group of G with respect to a maximal torus of L, then N,(L) = LN,(L). 
Hence H, is a finite extension of L’ = L/C(L). If L, is any other Levi factor 
of P, then XLX-’ = L, for some x E R,,(P) and hence H, z H,,. 
Fix a maximal torus TO of G and a Bore1 subgroup B, 2 TO. Let 
W= W(G) = NG( T,)/T, denote the Weyl group of G, S the fundamental 
generating set of W. Let B; denote the opposite Bore1 subgroup of G 
relative to T,, i.e., B,n B; = TO. If IcS, let W,= (1)s W, P,= 
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B, W,B,, Pr =B, W,B,, L,=P,nP;, U,=R,(P,), U; =R,(P,). If 
PEA, then P is conjugate to a unique Pt. Let type (P) = Z, t(P) = II). We 
refer to [ 1, 91 for details. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a reductive group, II? = k(G), and M = M(G). 
Then 
(i) A is a fundamental unit regular monoid and M is a fundamental 
regular monotd. 
(ii) B(A) = E(M) = { projf~projQIP, QeA>, 
(iii) The set of principal right ideals of M (or &) is one to one corre- 
spondence with A. 
(iv) The principal ideals of M (or A??) are in one to one correspondence 
with the conjugacy classes in W of the groups W, (Is S ). 
(v) Zf P E A with Levi factor L, then the maximal subgroup of A? with 
identity element proj. is { proj p 0 a, 0 proj. ( x E No(L) ) z H,. Moreover 
every maximal s&group of M is isomorphic to some H,. 
(vi) If r = ISI, then for all a E I%?, ar lies in a subgroup of IT?. 
Proof Let 543 = g(G). If H is a closed subgroup of G, let S?(H) denote 
the set of all Bore1 subgroups of H. Let PEA, x E G. Then clearly 
(1) 
If BE C8;, then proj.(B) E g(P). Hence R,(P) E proj.(B) and 
CI,Oprojp=projpaaU=projp for all UE R,,(P). (2) 
IfP,Q~A,defineP-+Qif(PnQ)R,(P)=P.DeIineP++QifP+Q-+P. 
Equivalently, P and Q have a common Levi factor. If B,, B2 E ~3, then 
B, c-* B,. Let P, Q E A, P ++ Q. So P = LRJP), Q = LR,(Q), where L is a 
common Levi factor. Let BE W(P). Then projo( B) = (B n L) R,(Q) and 
proj.(proj,(B))=(BnL) R,(P)= B. Thus 
proJ p 0 proj Q 0 proj p = proj p for P, QEA with P-Q. (3) 
Now let P, Q E A. Let U, = R,(P), U2 = R,(Q). There exists a maximal 
torus Tc PA Q. Let L,, L, be the respective Levi factors of P, Q with 
TEL, n L,. Let V, = U, n L?, V,=U,nL,, V=U,nU,. Then by [l] 
or [2, Theorem 2.8.71, 
PnQ=(L,nL>) V,V,V. (4) 
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Let 
P, = (P n Q, R,(P) = (L, n LJ Vz U, 
Q, = (Pn Q, 4,(Q) = t-b n L,) VI U,. 
Let BE 99. There exists a maximal torus T1 E Q, n B. Then for some 
UE U2, VE v,, 
vuT, u p’v-‘s L, n L2. 
so 
Hence by (2), 
proj,,(B) = proja,(uUBU-‘v-‘) 
= (vuBu-‘u-’ n-&nLd V,U, 
proj,,(projQ,(B))= (vuBu-'v-'nL, nL2) V,U,. 
Again by (2), 
proj,(B) = proj,(uBu-‘) 
=(uBuplnL,)U,. 
Since VE VI = U, n L, we have by (2), (4) that 
projPoproja(B)=projP(uproje(B)v-’) 
=proj.((vuBu-‘v-l n L,) U,) 
= (uuB~‘v-’ n&nL,) V2u1 
= proj., ~projQ,(B). 
Thus 
proj.~proj, = projp, oprojgl, P,sf', Q,sQ, P,++Q,. (5) 
Let a E M. Then by (5), there exist PI, . . . . P, E d such that 
a=proj.,o . . . oproj.“, P,+-+ ... ++P,. 
Let b=proj,o ... oprojP,. Then by (3), 
ah = proj P1, ba = proj pn, aba = a, hub = 6. proj., Sa2’ proj,. (6) 
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It follows that A4 is a regular monoid. Let P, Q E A be such that 
proj p aprojo 1 Then for B E 92f( Q), 
So Q G P. Similarly P E Q and P = Q. This establishes (iii). If a E A?, then 
a %?proj. for a unique P E A. Define t(a) = t(P). Then by (5), (6), for any 
a,befi, 
t(ab) < t(a), t(b); t(ab) = r(a) implies a gab. (7) 
Also by (5), (6) we see that for P,,..., P,EA and a=proj.,o . . . oprojP,, 
t(a) = 1( P,), i = 1, . . . . n, implies P, t* . . . 4+ P,. (8) 
Let a E M. Then for some P, Q E A, proj, .%?a9 projo. By (5) there exist 
P , , . . . . P, E A such that 
a=projPoprojP,o ... oproj,oprojQ, PwP,o ... +-+Pnt,Q. (9) 
We claim that a E projp 6 projo. We prove this by induction on n. First 
let n= 1. Then u=proj.~proj.,oproj,. Let U=R,(P), U,=R,(P,), 
U2 = R,(Q). We have Levi decompositions: P = LU, P, = LU, = L, U, , 
Q=L,U,. There exists XEU, such that .xL,x-‘=L. Let BE&~(Q). Then 
Bn L, E$?(L,) and 
vi.,(B) = (B n L,) u, 
=(xBx-‘nL)U,. 
SO 
proj.oproj.,(B)=(xBx-‘nL)U 
= projp(xBx- ‘). 
Hence proj p 0 proj p, 0 proj o = proj p 0 CI, 0 proj o. Now let n > 1. There exists 
y E G such that 
projPOprojP,O ... ~projPn=projP~ct,oprojPn 
=a ~~projy-k.~Projpn. 
There exists z E G such that 
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So if x=yz, 
Thus a E proj. G prvJe. Now for all P, Q E A, projP 0 projo E E(M) by (3), 
(5). Hence by (1 ), M = E( M)G is unit regular. 
Next let UE A be such that t(a) = t(a2). By the above, a = 
proj.0 cl,0 projo for some x E G, P, Q E A, with t(a) = t(P) = t(Q). Since 
t(a)= t(a2) we see by (8) that Qc* P. Let e=proj.oproj,. Then by (3), 
eEE(M) and ea=ae=u. By (l), (8), .C’PxctQ, PoxQ.u-‘. If 
b=pr0j~~-,~~~0tl.-,3proj~, then
If c= projPocI,-I oprojxex-l, then 
ca = projP 0 cI,-lo projXe,-l 0 proj.0 tL, 0 projo 
=projpOprojQO~X-~~proj,~a,~projp 
= proj. 0 proja 0 proj,-lP, 0 projo 
= e. 
Thus a&! = e& and &a = &?e. Hence axe. In particular, if a = u2, then 
a=e. It follows that E(Q)= {proj,oproj,I P, QE A}, proving (ii). 
Now we prove (vi). Let a E i& By (7), for some id r, t(u’) = t(u’+ ‘) and 
hence ~‘%?a’+ ‘. So a’%!u’+ ’ for all j> i. In particular urWa2r and 
t(ur) = t(u”‘). So by the preceding argument ur lies in a subgroup of a. 
Next we prove (v), (i). Let e E ,??(A?). Then e9? proj. for some PEA. By 
[3] we can assume without loss of generality that e = projP. Let P = LU be 
a Levi decomposition. Let I’, z E N,(L), BE a(P). Then B A L E g’(L) and 
hence zBz-’ n L E g(L). Thus 
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Thus 
projp~~y~projp~a,~projp 
= proj p 0 u,., 0 proj p for all y, z E N,(L). 
Define 8: N,(L) + eh?e as 0(x) = projpoLxroprojp. So by the above tJ 
is a homomorphism. Let a E A, axe. Then for some XE G, 
a=proj.oa,oproj.. By (l), (8), PoxP.u-‘. So P, .xPx-’ have a com- 
mon Levi factor L, . So 5 -IL, x is also a Levi factor of P. So for some 
U,VEU, up’Lu=L,, v plLv=.~-‘L,x. So y=uxu’~N,(L). By (2), 
a = proj. ., CC! 0proj p = O(a). Thus 8 is a homomorphism onto the X-class of 
e. Let y E N,(L). It is clear that projp 0 clY 0 projp = proj. if and only if 
~BJ’ ~ ’ n L = B n L for all BE g(P). It follows that the X-class of e is 
isomorphic to H,. Next let y E N,(L) be such that a = proj.0 a,. 0 proj. 
commutes with all idempotents in e&?e. Then a commutes with proj. for all 
BE B(P). Let BE g(G), B, = proj.( B). Then 
projpOC(,.~projp(B)=projpoXYoprojpoprojB,(B) 
= proj B, 0 proj p 0 CI,. 0 proj J B) 
=B, 
= proj J B). 
So proj p 0 CI, 0 proj p = proj p = e. It follows by [4] that & (and hence M) is 
fundamental. 
Finally, we establish (iv). Let PEA, XE G. Then by [9, Proposi- 
tion 3.301, P and XPY’ have a common opposite P-. So by (3), 
proj.Rproj.oproj.- ~proj,,,-loproj.-Wproj,,,-I 
Hence 
proj p fproj rP- 1 for all x E G. (10) 
Now let P, Q E A, I= type(P), J = type(Q). Define proj. = proje if W, is 
conjugate to W, in W. We are to show that = = f. Suppose first that 
there exists 0 E W such that r~ ~ ’ W,a = W,. Now 
c’P,cJ = (a-‘L,a)(C’U,o) = L,(ap’U,o)o P,. 
So by (3), (lo), 
PM. Y Pro.ip, ,Y mid=,, d PwL., B projQ. 
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So = c f. Conversely suppose projP 9 projo. Then by (7), t(P) = t( (2). 
So by (5), (7), (8), we are reduced to considering the case when P-Q. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 7’, E P n Q and B, c P. So 
P= Pt. Now T,, 5 B, for some B, E%?(Q). There exists (r~ W such that 
0 -‘B,a= B,. So B,,o-‘Qo and a-‘Qcr = P,. Now W(P,) = W,. Since 
P-Q, W(Q)= W,. So a-‘W,a= W,. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Let G be a reductive group. Then M(G) g M(G’), a(G) E &(G’), where 
G’ = G/C(G). Also if G, , G, are reductive groups, then M(Gr x G,) E 
M(G,) x M(G,), &(G, x G2) z &(G,) x &(GZ). Thus we are reduced to 
considering the case when G is simple. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a simple algebraic group, M = M(G), M = M(G). 
Then 
(i) M=MvG. 
(ii) The maximal subgroup of M with identity element proj. is 
isomorphic to H,, and moreover every maximal subgroup of M with identity 
element e # 1 is isomorphic to some H,. 
(iii) The set A with all the Bore/ subgroups identified is in one to one 
correspondence with the set of all principal left ideals of M. 
Proof: By Theorem 1, k\G and M\( 1 } are regular, have the same 
idempotent set, and # = 9 0 Y is identical on these semigroups. Thus to 
prove (i), (ii), it suffices to show that they have the same maximal sub- 
groups. Again by Theorem 1, it suffices to show that if PEA, P # G, then 
proj.oGoproj.cM. Let A= {xEGIprojPo~,oprojPEM}. Then by (l), 
A(AnP)rA, (Af7P)AEA. (11) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that P = PI for some IE S, 
IZS. Let L=L,, P-=P;, U=U,, U =U;. Let VEU, BE&?(P). 
Then 
projr-(B)=(LnB)U-=v(LnB)v-‘U-. 
so 
proj,Pv-l 0 proj,-(B) = v(L n B) v~‘(vUv-‘) 
=v(Ln B) UC’ 
= vBv-’ 
= a, 0 pr0.i ,4B), 
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Hence CI, 0 proj P = proj t,P,- , 0 proj P- 0 proj P E M. Conjugating 
that a,0 projrrlp,.E M. So by (l), 
cIt,oprojP, projpoa,e M for all UE U-. 
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by o, we see 
(12) 
Now let UE U, USE U-. Then uv,~~‘~R,(uP~u-‘) and uPpu-’ is 
opposite to uPup’ = P. So by (12), c(,,,.~I oproj.~M. So again by (12), 
projPi CI,~C(,,~.- ,oprojPEM for all o,o,~U- and UEU. By (2), U&A. 
Hence by ( 1 1 ), 
U-UU-U&A. (13) 
Let cry S\Z and let X, E B,, X; c B; be the two root subgroups corre- 
sponding to c (see [ 11) whereby the group G, = (X,, X; ) is isomorphic 
to either X(2, K) or PGL(2, K). One then sees by direct computation that 
G,=X;X,X;X,. Since o$Z, we see by [l] that X,cU, X; SW. 
Thus G, E U ~ UU - U. Hence if T, = Ton G,, then To is a maximal torus 
of G, and 
T,EU-UU-UnL 
a-’ ta= tr’ for all tE T,. 
(14) 
Let Y denote the subgroup of L generated by x-‘T,x(a E S\Z, x E L). Then 
Y is a closed connected normal subgroup of L and by (1 l), (13), and (14), 
YC A. We claim that Y, L have the same Weyl group. Suppose not. Then 
some connected component Z, of I does not intersect he Weyl group of Y. 
Since L is a reductive group, 
&‘tO= t for all FEZ,, teT,,n Y. (15) 
Since G is simple, the Coxeter graph S is connected. So there exists (T E S\Z, 
8 E I, such that 00 # 80. Let G, = L,,,. Then G, is a reductive group of 
semisimple rank 2 and To c G,. By (14), T,, @ C(G,). So G2 = C,,( To) is a 
reductive group of semisimple rank at most 1. Since T,, E Y, we see by (15) 
that 0 centralizes T,. Also for t E T,, we have by (14), (15) that 
d-4r1tda -‘=a~~It~l~a-l=at~‘a-l=t. 
Thus sea ~ ’ centralizes T,. So 8, a0a ~ ’ E W( G,). Since 8 # sea- ‘, this is a 
contradiction. Hence W(Y) = W(L). So L = YC(L). Since C(L) is 
contained in all Bore1 subgroups of P, we see that C(L) s A. So by (1 1 ), 
LcA. Thus by (ll), (13), and [l], 
G=P-PP-=LU-UU-LzA. 
Hence A = G. This proves (i), (ii). 
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Finally, we prove (iii). So let Pi, P, E A be such that projp, Y proj pZ, 
P, ZP,. We need to show that P,, P,EB. By (7), (8), P,trPz. It follows 
from [l] that there exist opposite maximal parabolic subgroups P, P- 
suchthat P,~P,P,EP-. Let U=R,(P),Up=R,(Pp),L=PnP-. Let 
H = ( U, U- ). Then H is a closed connected subgroup of G normalized by 
L, U, U -. Hence H is normalized by P- PP- = G. Since G is simple, 
H=G. Now UCP,, U-cP,. If vcUp, then 
It follows that projxpIJ -I Zproj., for all XE (U, U--) =G. So by (8), 
Pp+xP,x-l for all x E G. Without loss of generality, let P, = P,, ZE S, 
I# S. Then by the proof of Theorem 1 (v) and [9], 
G = U,N,(L,) U, 
= f’,N,W,) P, 
= & W,&,N,(L,) &, J+‘,&, = &N,(L,) B,. 
So N,(L,) = W. Since G is simple, this implies that L, = To. So P, = B,, 
proving the theorem. 
We remark that the monoids M(G), Q(G) are related to linear algebraic 
monoids [6-S]. Finally, the author would like to thank Professor J. Tits 
for many useful suggestions. 
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